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PINE-RICHLAND RAMPAGE
Farewell 2021: Final Moments Before Break

Freshmen Tessa Rodgers, Lauren Marsilio, Ally Smith, Kate Iams, and Rachel Cottrell hanging out in the morning.

Freshman Kate Iams enjoying some chips in the cafeteria.

Freshman Lauren Marsilio working.

All photos by Freshman Kendall Kirkland.

FEATURE page 2
Successful Study Habits Midterm Advice from a Senior
CAMERON PERKINS DESIGN EDITOR
The return to school after winter break can seem stressful
while preparing for midterms. However, with the right
preparation and dedication good results on midterm exams
can definitely be achieved.
1. Find an ideal study space. Everyone has a different
method of studying that works best for them. Some might find
that reviewing in a small group is most effective, while others
may prefer complete silence. Whichever location is best for
you, make sure you can devote a solid amount of time for your
preparation. Setting up a time and place to study ahead of time
will help alleviate stress.
2.Organize past tests and notes. The best method for
reviewing what you’ve already learned is utilizing the
materials you completed in the past. Revisiting test questions
you may have found difficult earlier in the school year or
looking over notes for a large unit will refresh your memory.
Ask yourself the questions from old exams and if you struggle
with the answers, you will know which specific areas you
The RAMPAGE staff working on their deadlines. Photo by freshman
need to review.
Kendall Kirkland.
3.Revisit information by making a new study guide or
flashcards. Memorizing large portions of papers or a textbook yourself engaged while studying, it will seem less of a large
can seem daunting at first. To make the review process more task.
concise, try handwriting a study guide or typing flashcards on
5. Don’t be afraid to ask for help. Teachers want to see their
Quizlet. This way, you are not only seeing the information but students understand what they have learned so that they have the
actively recollecting it with the end goal of studying again.
opportunity to be the most successful. Don’t be afraid to reach
4.Use more than one method of studying. Instead of purely out to your teachers if you need extra review. They are here to
reading over notes or using flashcards, try to switch up the ways help.
you are reviewing. For example, switching from reading the
Using these study tips will hopefully help you feel more
textbook to writing out a study guide and then studying with a confident for the upcoming midterm week. The RAMPAGE
group will make each method more interesting. If you keep staff wishes you the best of luck on all of your exams.
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Top photo by senior Lizzi Montanti, bottom photos by sophomore Mikayla Saversky.

THANKS FOR
READING,
GOOD LUCK ON
MIDTERMS,
AND HAPPY NEW
YEAR, PR!

